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A. Supplementary Information Text 
 
A.1. Oxygen-Oxygen Radial Distribution Function  
The oxygen-oxygen radial distribution function, gOO, provides the only experimental measure of 
the structure of liquid water, particularly the first peak has the experimental information about water 
interacting with its first shell of neighbors. Thus reproducing the first peak of the gOO is most 
important criterion for judging the accuracy of theory to describe the hydrogen bond (HB) network 
within the first shell of each molecule. Thus, this section compares the gOO from the most popular 
empirical, quantum mechanics (QM) molecular dynamics (MD), and QM based models with 
experiment and with the RexPoN force field (FF). 

We find that all previous models of water give the shape, height, and width of the first peak quite 
different than the most accurate experimental gOO. To compare these predictions we consider very 
simple scalar quantities:  

• The coordination number (NOO) computed by integrating gOO to the first minimum, which 
is the number of first nearest neighbors around the central molecule. 

• The position of the first peak of the gOO.  

• The height of the first peak.  

• The position of the first minimum past the first peak, rmin. 

A.1.a. Experimental gOO. Fig. S1 shows the experimental gOO based on the Neutron scattering 
experiments of Narten 1982 (1) (Exp1). We consider this as the most reliable experimental gOO 
since it is a direct measurement of the oxygen-oxygen distances from experiment, requiring no 
introduction of theory (needed to remove electron effects from the x-ray scattering data). In addition 
we show:  

• The gOO from Soper 2007 (2) (Exp2) obtained by using a soft empirical force field to correct 
the X-ray scattering data for contributions from the electrons (i.e. O-H interactions and 
oxygen lone pairs).  

• The earlier gOO from Soper 2000 (3) (Exp4) obtained by using the SPC/E empirical force 
field to correct the X-ray scattering data for contributions from the electrons (i.e. O-H 
interactions and oxygen lone pairs). Soper later claimed (2) that these results are inaccurate 
due to using the SPC/E FF that exhibits too hard an inner wall. 

• The gOO from Skinner et al. (4) (Exp3) obtained by using the TIP4P-2005 empirical force 
field to correct the X-ray scattering data for contributions from the electrons. TIP4P-2005 
is also too repulsive at short distances.  

We conclude that the gOO derived from X-ray studies is too dependent on the force field used to 
remove the contributions due to the O-H bonds and the asymmetries due to the oxygen lone pairs, 
so in the remainder of this section, we compare the various predicted gOO functions only to the 
Neutron data.  

A.1.b. Comparison of RexPoN with Experimental Data. Fig. S2 shows gOO from RexPoN 
compared to the Neutron diffraction data. We see that the first peak positions are 2.84 Å from 
RexPoN and 2.86 Å from Neutron with the heights of 2.34 from RexPoN and 2.50 from Neutron. 
The computed NOO are 4.7 from RexPoN and 4.5 from Neutron. Thus, RexPoN leads to a first peak 
with a shape very similar to the Neutron data. This indicates that we can trust the analyses of strong 
hydrogen bonds (SHB) and the dynamic high molecular weight polymer description of liquid water 
described by RexPoN. 
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RexPoN gives the position of second peak at 4.2 Å. Fig. S1 shows that the experimental curves 
(including Exp1) differ substantially with each other about the position of the second peak with 
maxima ranging from 4.2 to 4.5 Å. However, the computed NOO up to the second minimum of gOO 
is 24.2 from RexPoN compared to 24.3 from Neutron.  

With respect to identifying SHB and the polymer network for liquid water only the first shell (i.e. 
up to the first minimum) of the gOO is important.     

A.1.c. QM MD Studies. One would expect that QM-MD methods should provide the most accurate 
measure of gOO if based on very accurate ab-initio QM, such as CCSD(T). Unfortunately, such 
calculations are not yet practical for MD of  ~200 ps for 216 molecules (648 atoms). Thus, previous 
QM-MD have instead been based on various flavors of density functional theory (DFT), 
introducing possible inaccuracies. Moreover, calculations of DFT-MD for 100’s of ps for 648 
atoms is also not practical, consequently the DFT-MD calculations have been sufficiently long to 
first equilibrate the periodic box (100 ps) and then to  measure the properties of water (100 ps) (5-
7). Indeed, these DFT-MD calculations used empirical FF MD to supplement the DFT MD, which 
may dramatically decrease the accuracy. Fig. S3 compares the computed gOO for previous DFT-
MD simulations with the Neutron experiment and RexPoN:  

• The SCAN (6) (strongly constrained and appropriately normed) DFT at 298 K (8) 
considered 64 H2O molecules for 20 ps of DFT-MD.  

• The Perdew–Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional at 298 K (9) considered 63 H2O molecules 
for 50 ps of DFT-MD. These calculations did not include the dispersion corrections needed 
to account for the van der Waals attraction (London dispersion). 

These results show that the gOO from both the SCAN and PBE DFT functionals are in dramatic 
disagreement with experiment. This indicates that neither DFT MD provides an accurate 
description of the structure and hydrogen bonding in water. We are not sure why this is the case. It 
is possible that the problem is that SCAN and PBE neglect London dispersion (vdW attraction), 
which is not included in simple DFT theory.  Usually calculations on systems such as water would 
include the empirical D3 correction of Grimme (10) to account for London dispersion. A second 
possibility is that the SCAN and PBE DFT functionals do not describe the shorter range hydrogen 
bonding interactions as accurately as CCSD(T). A third possibility is that the small size of the 
systems (64 H2O molecules) could be responsible for the large errors.   

In any case, the poor description of the gOO for SCAN and PBE DFT MD invalidates their 
conclusion that the water has nearly tetrahedral structure.  

This inaccuracy of SCAN and PBE is also indicated by the inability to reproduce the experimental 
properties of water. Thus, Table 1 of the manuscript shows that almost all of the computed 
properties by PBE are very different than experiment, including a melting point at 420 K, a density 
of 0.944 gr/cm3, a dielectric constant of 112, and a heat of vaporization of 6.20 kcal/mol. For SCAN 
there are no reports on most properties of water, but it significantly overestimates the density of 
water (1.05±0.027 gr/cm3). 

A.1.d. QM Based Force Fields. Here, we compare the gOO of three popular QM based FFs:  

• SAPT-5s (11)  

• CC-pol (12)   

• MB-pol (13)  

The CC-pol and MB-pol QM based FFs fitted many body-potential energy terms to enlarge the 
energy data set with the hope of capturing all short-range and long-range interactions that arise 
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from polarization, hydrogen bonding, and London Dispersion (vdW). SAPT-5s (11) adds many 
body “nonadditive” terms to CC-pol. 

We show in Fig. S4 and Fig. S5 that all three models fail to describe gOO. Therefore, the prediction 
by these models of 4 strong HB for liquid water is not valid. Table 1 of the manuscript also shows 
that these QM derived FF, lead to a poor prediction of other properties of water. Thus, MB-pol 
predicts the melting point at 263.5 K different by 10 K than experiment, dielectric constant 68.4 
different by 10 units than experiment.    

One might wonder why RexPoN which is also derived from QM leads to an excellent description 
of gOO and other properties of water, while the QM derived FF described here do not. Our belief is 
that partitioning the interactions of RexPoN into four sets of interactions and fitting these separately 
is the key differential. Thus,  

i. RexPoN obtains the long range London Dispersion and short range Pauli repulsion from 
DFT-D3 calculations on condensed H2 and O2 ,where we can validate the accuracy of the 
DFT (after correcting for phonons) by comparison to experimental cell volume and heat of 
vaporization at 1 atm and to the experimental equation of state up to 100 GPa.  

ii. The dynamic polarization and charge transfer in RexPoN is determined by PQEq which 
was validated by comparing the PQEq polarization energy from bringing a dipole up to 
various molecules along various directions with the polarization energy from QM (based 
on B3LYP-D3 flavor of DFT). 

iii. The short range bond- and angle- energy descriptions are based on HO and HOH 
dissociation curves of H2O from CCSD(T). 

iv. The very important hydrogen bonding corrections use simple functional forms (with 
explicit lone pairs) and comparison to pair-wise H2O-H2O interactions from CCSD(T) for 
scans over a large number of H2O orientations as a function of distance along with 
comparison to the 10 metastable structures of H2O dimer plus results on 26 water cluster 
with up to 19 waters. We consider that this rich set of CCSD(T) data provides very 
important interaction information important to the first shell of water interactions.  

CC-pol Model: 

The CC-pol FF was developed by fitting a pair potential to a large data set (2510 DFT calculations) 
of water dimers and trimers (12). A fixed polarization center “pol” was added to the model in an 
attempt to account for polarization. Then, the accuracy of CC-pol was validated against 
experimental water dimer vibrational spectra. However, the polarization term is unphysical and 
very oversimplified. In addition, it was developed by fitting only to small systems with 2 or 3 H2O 
molecules. Fig. S4a shows that CC-pol is in complete disagreement with the experimental gOO, with 
a first peak, a first minimum, and a second maximum that disagree dramatically with experiment.  

To compensate for such large errors in gOO and to account for missing water-water interactions, the 
many-body “nonadditive” potential of SAPT-5s (11) (developed by the same group, denoted as 
NB) was added to CC-pol. Fig. S4b shows that SAPT-5s NB is also in complete disagreement with 
the experimental gOO, with a first peak, a first minimum, and a second maximum that disagree 
dramatically with experiment.  

A third variation on CC-pol is to add these two together (CC-pol + SAPT-5s NB) along with 
including the simple polarization term of CC-pol. This is denoted as CC-pol+NB(ind). The 
resulting gOO shown in Fig. S4c, is far better than CC-pol or SAPT-5s NB alone, but it remains in 
disagreement with experiment. The computed first peak by CC-pol+NBind has a magnitude of 
2.77, larger than the experimental value of 2.50 (Exp1). This higher first peak results in 
overestimating the hydrogen bonding due to the larger number of neighbors.  
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In addition, the computed NOO at the first minimum of gOO by SAPT-5s (NOO=11.3) and CC-
pol+NBind (NOO=5.6) are much larger than the experimental value of 4.5 (Exp1). This shows that 
these QM derived FFs allow too many water molecules to enter the first shell of a central water 
molecule, resulting in far more HB than experiment. Therefore, the reported value of 3.8 for the 
number of HB in liquid water by CC-pol+NB(ind) is unreliable. 

In contrast, the Noo by RexPoN of 4.7 is in good agreement with experiment (4.5), showing that 
RexPoN leads to a correct sampling of the first shell.  

MB-pol Model: 

Similar to CC-pol, the MB-pol model was developed by fitting pair potentials (long-range) and 
many-body terms (short range) to a large data set (40000 water dimers and 12000 trimers) using 
the CCSD(T) method  (13, 14). To describe electrostatic interactions and polarization, MB-pol used 
a Thole-type model (15). Fig. S5 compares the gOO computed for MB-pol (16) with experiment and 
RexPoN. MB-pol is much more accurate than the CC-pol FFs, but it also leads to a first peak of 
gOO that is too high and sharp compared to experiment. In addition, the computed number of 
neighbors, NOO, up to the first minimum of the MB-pol curve is 6.2 much higher than experimental 
(4.5 from Exp1) and RexPoN (4.7). Therefore, the MB-pol FF allows far too many water molecules 
to enter the first shell of a central molecule, overestimating the number of HB. MB-pol leads to a 
nearly tetrahedral structure for water. 

A.1.e. Empirical Force Fields. The most popular empirical FFs are the TIPnP (n=3,4,5) and SPC 
families. Fig. S6 compares the gOO of TIP4P-2005f and SPC/E with RexPoN and experiment. These 
empirical models all are too repulsive at short R, which leads to a first peak that is too high, too 
sharp, and usually at too small a distance. This bad description of the first peak from these empirical 
models make the HB analysis by these FFs unreliable.   
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Fig. S1. Comparison of oxygen-oxygen radial distribution function, gOO, at T = 298 K and ambient 
pressure between four experiments. The experimental data are based on Neutron scattering 
(Exp1(1)) and combination of X-ray and Neutron experiments (Exp2(2), Exp3(4), and Exp4(3)). 
As discussed in the text Exp2, Exp3, and Exp4 differ substantially from Exp1, due to inadequate 
correction of the X-ray data for contributions from O-H bonds and oxygen lone pairs.  
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Fig. S2. Oxygen-oxygen radial distribution function (gOO) and coordination number (NOO) (inset) 
predicted from RexPoN at T = 298 K and 1 atm pressure. The gOO and NOO for RexPoN were 
computed by averaging the trajectory every 1 ps during 1 ns MD-NVT simulations for a periodic 
cell containing 216 water molecules. RexPoN leads to a first oxygen-oxygen peak at 2.84 Å with 
the height of 2.34, in excellent agreement with Neutron scattering experiments (Exp1(1)) at 2.86 Å 
with the height of 2.50. RexPoN leads to a first minimum of gOO at 3.43 Å at which NOO = 4.7, in 
good agreement with the neutron scattering experiment, a minimum at 3.40 Å and NOO=4.5. This 
shows that the first shell of each water accommodates 4.7 waters on the average, indicating that the 
water structure is not tetrahedral.  
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Fig. S3. The oxygen-oxygen radial distribution function, gOO, at T = 298 K and ambient pressure 
from DFT-MD calculations: SCAN (8) and PBE (6). These results are compared to experiment and 
RexPoN. The experimental data are based on Neutron scattering (Exp1 (1)).  
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Fig. S4. The oxygen-oxygen radial distribution function, gOO, at T = 298 K and ambient pressure 
for the QM derived FF, Comparison with experiment and RexPoN for (a) CC-pol (12), (b) SAPT-
5s(17), and (c) CC-pol+NB(ind) (12) water models. The experimental data are based on Neutron 
scattering (Exp1 (1)). 
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Fig. S5. The oxygen-oxygen radial distribution function, gOO, at T = 298 K and ambient pressure 
from the MB-pol (16) FF, compared to experiment and RexPoN. The experimental data are based 
on Neutron scattering (Exp1(1)). 
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Fig. S6.  Comparison of oxygen-oxygen radial distribution function, gOO, at T = 298 K and ambient 
pressure from the empirical TIP4P-2005f (18) and SPC/E (19) water FFs with experiment and 
RexPoN. The experimental data are based on Neutron scattering (Exp1 (1)).  
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A.2. Details of the RexPoN MD Simulations 
To validate the RexPoN model, we computed several properties of water and ice including radial 
distribution function, heat of vaporization, and dielectric constant of water at 298 K and the melting 
point of ice Ih. The summary of our results and the comparison with other water models and 
experimental data are given in Table 1 of the manuscript. We find excellent agreement with 
experimental data with much better performance than QM-MD and previous FF’s.  

We integrated the RexPoN force field into the LAMMPS (20) molecular dynamics simulator 
package. For the simulations reported here, we used cells with 216 molecules for bulk liquid water, 
432 molecules for the surface slab, and 96 molecules for ice melting simulations. The presence of 
light hydrogen atoms results in high frequency bonds and angle fluctuations that require using time 
steps of 0.1 femtoseconds (fs), which is smaller than the 1.0 femtoseconds typically used for a rigid 
model. To keep the simulation of large systems practical, we used a rigid model to examine the 
accuracy of our force field. The bonds and angles are kept fixed (OH=0.9572 Å, and HÔH=104.52º) 
around their equilibrium CCSD(T) values using the SHAKE methodology (21). This fixed model 
allows time steps up to 2.0 fs, however we used 1.0 fs time steps to ensure accuracy. To control the 
pressure and temperature we used the Nosé-Hoover thermostat and barostat with relaxation times 
of 100 fs and 1 ps respectively (22, 23).  

One might have concern that a rigid model might not fully capture nuclear quantum nuclear effects 
(NQE), such as zero-point energy (ZPE) and tunneling. The ZPE for a flexible FF is dominated by 
the OH bond stretch and HOH bending vibrational modes (24), which might affect the hydrogen 
bonding between two water molecules. Several studies have argued that such analyses might 
overestimate NQE (25). However these previous studies use rigid and flexible models in which the 
intramolecular interactions were described using simple harmonic functions neglecting significant 
anharmonicity of the OH bond vibrations (25). A more recent study showed that including 
anharmonicity for the O-H bond, leads much smaller NQE than reported earlier (25).Moreover, 
tunneling effects and proton delocalization generally become important only at high pressures and 
low temperatures (24), which are not considered in the present work.  

We expect that for MD allowing water to be flexible, RexPoN should be accurate since the bond 
anharmonicity matches the CCSD(T) QM. 

To check this, we carried out flexible water simulations for density and structure calculations at the 
room temperature. We used Feynman path-integral (26) molecular dynamics (PIMD) simulations, 
which explicitly include NQE. Here, we started with fully equilibrated structure from rigid water 
simulations (216 water molecules). We used similar simulation details as in rigid water simulations 
for the flexible water calculations. The only difference is that we used a much smaller time step of 
0.01 fs instead of 1.0 fs (rigid water). The smaller time step is required to fully equilibrate the 
rotational, translational, and vibrational velocity components of water molecules in the flexible 
PIMD simulations. Our results show that, the flexible RexPoN leads to similar density as rigid 
RexPoN. We also computed the gOO from the flexible RexPoN simulations leading to the results 
shown in Fig. S7.  

We find that using flexible RexPoN plus NQE, gives a very accurate description of the gOO in better 
agreement with the Neutron diffraction data than the rigid model. Thus, there is a slight 
improvement in the height of the first peak compared to rigid RexPoN model. The coordination 
number integrated to the first minimum is 4.6 which is very close to experiment (4.5) and rigid 
RexPoN (4.7).  
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In addition, using the same 2.93 Å cut off distance and SHB criteria, we find that the average 
number of SHB is 2.20 in agreement with the rigid RexPoN result of 2.14. Thus, both result in a 
similar water polymer structure.     

In short, these results show that including NQE (using the PIMD method) with flexible RexPoN 
simulations results in slightly improved properties compared to rigid RexPoN. This shows the 
advantage of rigid water RexPoN which implicitly accounts for such effects as NQE making it 
practical for multiscale simulations of very large systems.    

However, there is a big challenge in using PIMD method for NQE calculations. The problem is 
PIMD simulations are extremely expensive. We had to use time steps as low as 0.01 fs for the 
above flexible simulations using PIMD. This means, if NQE is required for some MD simulations, 
PIMD is too slow for practical simulations of biological systems and electrocatalysis where 
100,000 water solvent molecules may be necessary. Therefore, new methods and simulations 
techniques are required for fast calculation of NQE. 
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Fig. S7. Same as Fig. 1 of the manuscript but the gOO of the flexible RexPoN model was added to 
part (A) of the figure. For flexible water calculation Feynman path-integral (26) molecular 
dynamics (PIMD) simulations were utilized to explicitly include the NQE.  
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A.3. Strong Hydrogen Bond (SHB) Definition  
In order to define a strong hydrogen bond (SHB),  we used the bond distance of rOO =2.93 Å (27) 
for water dimer, which has well depth of 4.98 kcal/mol. This is slightly longer than the rOO =2.75 
Å average value in ice Ih. Using this criterion the average sum of the SHB (ΣSHB) for ice, goes 
from 4.0 at 0 K up to 3.3 at 273.0 K (still ice), with the small decrease is due to the larger motions 
at higher temperatures. 

For liquid water at 298 K, this leads to ∑SHB=2.14.  

We also examined whether we should include an angle (θ) criterion for defining the SHBs, as often 
done for empirical FF. Here we consider the angle θ between the OH bond and the OO vector from 
the donor molecule to the acceptor molecule (see Fig. S8). A commonly used value of the cutoff 
angle is θ =30° (28).  Using the 2.93 Å distance cutoff to define the SHB, we find that the average 
angle for the RexPoN MD at 298 K is just 15 degrees, showing that the SHB analysis is insensitive 
to the angle θ.    

We also examined the sensitivity of our definition of SHB analysis to the cutoff distance. We 
computed the number of SHB for distances from 2.93 Å until the first minimum of the gOO curve 
at 3.43 Å, using the DFT-based angle criterion in reference (29) to account only for the SHB at 
such long distances. Here, the X-ray absorption spectroscopy and DFT methods were used to define 
the strong hydrogen bond zone. This zone is defined by r(θ)=-0.00044 θ2 + rmax curve (θ in degrees 
and rmax is cutoff distance in Å). For a given θ and R (see Fig. S8), if the R value is less than the 
computed r(θ) by the above equation then that hydrogen bond is considered to be strong. This 
extended SHB analysis leads to 0.8 SHB over the range of 2.93<rOO≤3.43 Å. This shows that even 
a large cutoff of 3.43 Å still leads to liquid water at 298 K having mainly two SHBs. More 
importantly, we find that the lifetime (τ) of the SHBs for 2.93<rOO≤3.43 Å range is τ=25.33 fs, 
indicating that these longer hydrogen bonds are much less stable than the ones for rOO ≤ 2.93 Å, 
which have a lifetime of τ=90.3 fs.  

A.4. Effect of the SHB Cut off Distance on the Polymer Properties 
We also examined the effect of the cutoff distance on the maximum polymer size (Mc) and SHB 
lifetime (τSHB). We used a cutoff distance of 3.08 Å (allowing an extra 0.15 Å for zero-point motion 
from 2.93 Å) and the DFT-based angle criterion described in previous section.  

The results are given in Table S6. We find that the Mc and τSHB are very close to the ones computed 
using 2.93 Å cutoff distance (Table S5). For example, at the temperature of 298 K the Mc=148 and 
τSHB =90.3 fs for the 2.93 Å cutoff which are very close to Mc=151 and τSHB = fs for the 3.08 Å 
cutoff. The τΣSHB values are within 68-101 fs for 2.93 Å cutoff and 45-83 fs for 3.08 Å cutoff for 
temperatures higher than 273.5 K. However, the difference between τSHB values of two cutoff 
distances increase at the very low temperature of 150 K (175.1 fs for 2.93 Å cutoff and 366.7 fs for 
3.08 Å cutoff).  

A.5. Structures of Water Polymer at Various Temperatures  
The structure of water polymer at 298 K and at time t0 is given in Fig 3 of the manuscript. We 
considered only the strongest donor and acceptor (i.e. 2 SHB per each water molecule) to calculate 
the size of the polymers. It is because the average number of SHB for liquid water is about 2. Fig. 
S9 shows the structure of this polymer at t0+1, t0+10, t0+100, and t0+1000 fs. The polymer structure 
changes little at t0+1 (fs) but changes more for longer times, showing the dynamical behavior of 
the polymers. We also show the same water polymer structures at the same times but with the OH 
bonds in Fig. S10.   

The polymer structures at time t0 for temperatures of 273.5, 277, 350, and 400 K are provided in 
Fig. S11.  
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A.6. Lifetime and Population of SHBs for Bulk and Surface  
In this section, we provide more information regarding the cluster sizes, lifetime (τ), and population 
of SHBs for the bulk and surface. The descriptions of the simulations for bulk (216 molecules) and 
surface (2D slab with 432 molecules) are provided in the manuscript.  

The percent populations of ΣSHB (1 to 5) as a function of temperature for the bulk and surface 
(also shown in Fig. 3C of the manuscript) are tabulated in Table S1 and Table S2, respectively. For 
comparing the ΣSHB of bulk and surface, we compute the surface enhancement given by    

 

 𝐸 = ∑𝑆𝐻𝐵 = 𝑁 − ∑𝑆𝐻𝐵 = 𝑁∑𝑆𝐻𝐵 = 𝑁 × 100 

 

(1) 

where N is 1 to 5. The results are shown in Table S3. Overall, the surface has more water molecules 
with ∑SHB=0 and 1 while bulk has more molecules with ∑SHB > 1, which may be due to the open 
surfaces of the slab.  

The cluster behavior as a function of temperature for the surface is provided in Table S4. For water 
at 298 K the largest cluster has an average size of ~233. This largest average cluster decreases to 
94 at 350 K, 63 at 373.5 K, 41 at 400 K, and 9 at 600 K. For lower temperatures the cluster sizes 
increases with 325 in a single cluster at 273.5 K. At 273.5 and 298 K these clusters may bond to 
their images in the next cell leading to infinite sizes (ꝏ).  

The description of the bulk cluster sizes are provided in the text and Table 2 of the manuscript. The 
comparisons between the maximum cluster size (Mc), ∑SHB, strong donors (SD), and SHB lifetime 
(τSHB) of the bulk and surface for similar temperatures are shown in Fig. S12. The cluster sizes of 
the surface slab (with 432 molecules) are larger than bulk (with 216 molecules) by 84% at 273.5 K 
and 55% at 298 K. However, at higher temperatures the difference reduces significantly to 30% at 
350 K, and 13.0% at 400 K. These results show that at high temperatures the size of the clusters 
become independent of the system size while at lower temperature they try to connect to their 
images extend toward infinity. Thus cluster sizes grow as the system becomes larger.  

The difference between the average ∑SHB, SD, and τSHB is less than ~6% which means these 
dynamical properties of water do not depend on the size of the system. The slightly larger values 
of the bulk compared to the surface are due to open surfaces of the slab which decreases hydrogen 
bonding at the surfaces. 

The average lifetime (fs) of each SHB (τSHB) and a fixed number of SHBs (τΣSHB) for bulk and 
surface systems at different temperatures are provided in Table S5 and Table S7, respectively. The 
results for same temperatures of bulk and surface are compared in Fig. S13. The results show that 
the τΣSHB of surface and bulk are very close to each other with the maximum difference of ~8%. 

A.7. Evaporation from the Surface 
The evaporation process was described in the text of the manuscript. Snapshots of the surface at 
373.5 K before and after evaporation of water molecules are shown in Fig. S14. More details about 
the evaporation process is provided in the caption of Fig. S14. 
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A.8. Hydrogen Bond Network Analysis Using Empirical Water Models    
In fact, over the last couple of decades there have been many speculations about the structure of 
hydrogen bond network in water. However, the validity of these proposed structures is directly 
related to how well the water models are able to describe the thermodynamics properties and 
especially the first coordination shell of water. If a model is able to accurately describe the crucial 
structural properties of water then one could trust the information that is obtained for the structure 
of hydrogen bond network.  

For example, in the work of Geiger et al. (30) the authors used the ST2 water potential (31) to 
perform the structural analysis of water. We provide in Fig. 1E of the manuscript the comparison 
between the gOO of ST2 with other models. As shown, the ST2 potential leads to a first peak in gOO 
that differs substantially from the Neutron data. Therefore, the ST2 model may not provide an 
accurate description of hydrogen bond network in water.  

In addition, Geiger et al. tried to find the percolation threshold for liquid water using the ST2 model. 
They used the potential energy of interaction between two water molecules (Vij) as a criterion to 
define SHB. If Vij is less than a defined energy upper bond (VHB) then the two water molecules are 
considered to have SHB (Vij<VHB). The absolute minimum of the ST2 potential is ε=-6.84 kcal/mol. 
In order to find the percolation threshold, the authors perform the hydrogen bond network analysis 
for a variety of VHB upper bond values (VHB=-kε for k = 20, 24, …, 72). They found that for the 
value of k=62 they reach a percolation threshold in which the number of SHB equal to only 1.3, 
which they considered unreasonable. Therefore, they concluded that the water structure is much 
beyond the percolation threshold and proposed that water has to be considered as a large 
macroscopic space-filling network. That is they found that ST2 model results in a tetrahedral 
structure for water. In another study, Mason and Brady (32) found that the ST2 model provides the 
most tetrahedral structure for water compared to other empirical models such as SPC/E, TIP3P, 
and TIP4P. The ST2 model gives four tightly hydrogen bonds at roughly symmetric tetrahedral 
positions.  

We also analyzed the hydrogen bond network using SPC/E (19) and TIP4P-2005 (33) force fields. 
We performed MD simulations of bulk water at 298 K for the same water system (216 molecules) 
that we used in RexPoN simulations. Similar to RexPoN calculations, we performed MD-NVT 
simulations at 298 K and then calculated the number of SHB and cluster size using the same SHB 
methodology that we used for RexPoN.  

As expected, at the first minimum of the gOO curve we find that the average number of SHB for 
both SPC/E (∑SHB=3.54) and TIP4P-2005 (∑SHB=3.51) are only a little less than the 4 for ice.  

Similar to RexPoN, we computed and analyzed the strong hydrogen bond network using the cut 
off value of 2.93 Å. We find that the number of SHB becomes ∑SHB≈2.9 for both SPC/E and 
TIP4P-2005 models. The SHB network for SPC/E and TIP4P-2005 models are shown in Fig. S15 
(dashed blue lines). We find that all of the 216 water molecules connect to each other through these 
SHBs to form a distorted tetrahedral structure. Therefore, the water polymer structure that 
RexPoN provides is not predicted by these empirical models.  

Clearly, the additional SHB that these empirical models predict is responsible for the defective 
tetrahedral structure they lead to. This can affect the accuracy of such empirical force fields for 
predicting other properties of water and ice. For example, Matsumoto et al. (34) used TIP4P 
empirical model to study ice nucleation and growth. They used hydrogen bonds lifetime and 
network structure to find an explanation for the ice nucleation process. However, the reported 
lifetime by TIP4P model in the work of Matsumoto et al. (34) is significantly influenced by the 
extra number of SHB that they predict. For example, they compute the lifetime of the hydrogen 
bonds to be 1 ps (1000 fs) at 300 K. This is almost 11 times larger than the value predicted by 
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RexPoN. This is likely due the extra SHB that TIP4P model predicts for the bulk water which keeps 
a much more tetrahedral structure, making the structure more rigid and increasing the lifetime of 
the hydrogen bonds. This will likely significantly affect their other results.  

A.9. Charge Transfer and Polarization     
One of the key features in capturing the complex behaviors observed in water system is the 
inclusion of accurate charge-transfer and polarization models. 

Most of the empirical models use fixed charges or ad-hoc charge-transfer models which could 
significantly affect the accuracy of the results. 

For example in the work of Meuwly and Hamm (35), denoted MH, a water model was developed 
to describe the experimental THz and Raman spectra of bulk water. The reason is that the THz and 
Raman spectra can provide information about the intermolecular degrees of freedom in water which 
can lead to structural information about the neighbors of the central water molecule.   

MH used an already developed empirical rigid model called TL4P and combine it with an ad-hoc 
charge-transfer model and an anisotropic polarizability to form the TL4P-CT model. The reason 
for such a combination is that even though the TL4P includes a single isotropic polarization site, it 
is not able to fully reproduce even the (1D) THz absorption and Raman Spectra of bulk water.  

The proposed charge-transfer model and the anisotropic polarizability have very simple forms and 
are very different than the charge and polarization model used in RexPoN (i.e. PQEq). PQEq was 
derived in a generic way for all pairs of atoms in the periodic table and tested against QM by 
bringing test dipoles along various directions (36). It was not developed just for H2O. 

The TL4P-CT model uses a simple parabola to calculate the amount of charge transfer (∆q) between 
two water molecules. They use ∆q = 0.5q(RHM-Rcut)2 where RHM is the distance between the H of 
the donor and the O of the acceptor. Rcut is a “very small” cut off distance. An anisotropic 
polarizability is also added to reproduce the experimental anisotropic gas phase polarizability.  

Therefore, the charge transfer is only calculated based on the distance of two atoms in a water 
dimer. We believe that this is not sufficient to compute the full charge transfer and polarization, 
because it ignores the interactions with all the other molecules and ions which operate over 
substantial distances. Problems are:   

I. First, the charge transfer between the two water molecules is influenced by the position of all 
atoms in the two molecules. For example, consider the water dimer Case 1 in the Fig. S16. If 
we rotate the acceptor water molecule around its oxygen atom (Case 2), the H atoms of the 
acceptor get closer to the atoms of the donor molecule. The closer H atoms in Case 2 can 
significantly change the charge distribution on all of the atoms of donor molecule and 
consequently the atoms of the acceptor molecule.  

II. The electrostatic potential has a very long-range, so that the charge transfer could be important 
up to quite long distances. Therefore, the “very small” cut off distance for TL4P-CT does not 
allow these long-range effect to have their effects on charge transfer.  

III. Using the charge transfer based on only two water molecules is not sufficient to account for 
the charge transfer even in the first coordination shell of bulk water. In bulk water, the charge 
distribution in a water molecule is significantly influenced by the electrostatic environment that 
that is created by close- and long-range water molecules. 

IV. The fixed isotropic and anisotropic polarization sites are not sufficient to measure the 
polarization in the bulk system. The polarization on each atom (not just oxygen atom) should 
be computed based on the entire electric field (including the possible applied external electric 
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field) that shells of atoms experience from the rest of the system (at least up to a reasonable cut 
off distance). This ensures correct calculations of the system polarization. 

In contrast, the PQEq model of RexPoN accounts for all the above issues.  

PQEq uses a relatively long cut off (e.g. 12.0 Å for water simulations) and computes quickly and 
dynamically the charge transfer and polarization underlying the electrostatic interactions that arise 
from all atoms in the system. PQEq uses an atomic sized Gaussian shaped electron density to 
describe the polarization. The shell can polarize away from the core in response to internal and 
external electric fields. The atomic charges on the core (described as a Gaussian function) are 
transferred in order to achieve a constant chemical potential across all atoms of the system. We 
have derived all of the parameters of PQEq based on experimental atomic properties and high 
quality QM calculations of all elements up to Nobelium (atomic no. = 102). In addition, PQEq 
model is validated by comparing directly to QM polarization energy as electric probe dipoles are 
brought along various directions toward the atoms in the molecules. We have validated and 
optimized the parameters of PQEq for many of the periodic table elements (36-38). In particular 
the predicted dielectric constant of water at 298 K is 76.1, quite close to experiment, 78.4. Thus, 
the PQEq methodology provides an accurate way to measure the charge transfer and polarization 
in the bulk of water which significantly improved the accuracy of our model.  

The original TL4P model was fitted to reproduce several experimental properties including gOO, 
density, pressure, and heat of vaporization. The authors of TL4P-CT started with these optimized 
parameters in the TL4P model. Then, they added their charge-transfer model and optimized to 
reproduce the experimental THz and Raman spectra of bulk water. This new model is supposed to 
provide accurate description of intermolecular interactions and therefore the structure of central 
water molecule neighbors. However, Fig. S17 [adopted from reference (35)] shows that the 
computed gOO by TL4P-CT is less accurate than TL4P. This means that TL4P-CT may have 
problem to describe the first coordination shell in water correctly. We think that this could be due 
to the above problems with the charge-transfer model.    
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Fig. S8. Definition of θ angle for including an angle in the SHB analysis. This is the angle between 
the OH vector of the donor molecule (dashed line) with the R(OO) vector connecting the donor 
oxygen with the acceptor oxygen. 
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Fig. S9. Topologies of the bulk water polymer for several time frames (t0, t0+1, t0+10, t0+100, and 
t0+1000 fs) at 298 K and 1 atm. The average of all trajectories over 10 ps leads to a size of 151 for 
the largest water polymer cluster at 298 K. These structures were selected from the last 10 ps 
trajectories of MD-NVT simulations of a bulk cell containing 216 waters. Here, there are 151 
molecules at t0 fs, 152 molecules at t0+1 fs, 127 molecules at t0+10 fs, 181 molecules at t0+100 fs, 
and 157 molecules at t0+1000 fs connected via SHBs. The polymer backbone (longest chain, shown 
as red) contains 39 molecules at t0 fs, 38 molecules at t0+1 fs, 43 molecules at t0+10 fs, 62  molecules 
at t0+100 fs, and 61 molecules at t0+1000 fs. The polymer side chains are shown with different 
colors.  
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Fig. S10. Same structures as in Fig. S9 from the same view but showing the OH bonds. The black 
lines show the SHB. 
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Fig. S11. Topologies of the bulk water polymer for temperatures at 273.5, 277, 350, and 400 K all 
at 1 atm. The structures were selected from the last 10 ps trajectories of MD-NVT simulations of a 
bulk cell containing 216 waters. The average of all trajectories over 10 ps leads to average 
maximum polymer sizes of 177 at 273.5 K, 168 at 277 K, 72 at 350 K, and 36 at 400 K (see Table 
2 of the manuscript). Here, the size of selected structures are equal to their average maximum 
polymer sizes at each temperature. The polymer backbone (longest chain, shown as red) contains 
47 molecules at 273.5, 62 molecules at 277 K, 26 molecules at 350 K, and 9 molecules at 400 K. 
The polymer side chains are shown with different colors.  
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Fig. S12. Comparison between the polymer structures of bulk and surface at different temperatures. 
(A) Maximum cluster size (Mc), (B) the sum of strong hydrogen bonds (∑SHB), (C) strong donors 
(SD), and (D) lifetime of strong hydrogen bonds (τSHB). The bulk system contains 216 molecules 
while surface has 432 molecules. All values are averaged over 10 ps.  
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Fig. S13. Comparison between the average lifetime (τΣSHB) of a fixed number of strong hydrogen 
bonds (ΣSHB=1 to 4) for bulk and surface at different temperatures. (A) ∑SHB=1, (B) ∑SHB=2, 
(C) ∑SHB=3, and (D) ∑SHB=4. The bulk system contains 216 molecules while surface has 432 
molecules. All values are averaged over 10 ps.  
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Fig. S14. Illustration of the evaporation from water surface at 373.5 K. A 4 nm thick 2D periodic 
slab with 432 water molecules was heated from 0 to 373.5 K for 10 ps followed by 200 ps 
equilibration using MD-NVT simulations. During equilibration, 11 molecules evaporated from the 
system. All of them were termini of short polymers ranging in size from 2 to 5 H2O molecules. (A) 
Snapshot of the surface right before evaporation of one of the H2O molecules (yellow) from the 
surface. This molecule is part of a polymer chain with 4 molecules (ΣSHB connection is shown by 
green lines). (B) Snapshot of the surface after evaporation of the molecule.  
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Fig. S15. The structure and hydrogen bond network (dashed blue lines) of liquid water at 298 K 
computed by (A) SPC/E(19) and (B) TIP4P-2005(33) empirical water models. Both models predict 
a defective tetrahedral structure for the hydrogen bond network whereas RexPoN predicts a 
branched polymer structure (see Fig. 3 of the manuscript and Figs. S8-S10). Similar water box (216 
molecules), simulation methodologies, hydrogen bond analysis (cut off distance of 2.93 Å) as in 
RexPoN were used for SPC/E and TIP4P-2005 calculations.   
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Fig. S16. Water dimer structures as the acceptor is rotated about the O atom, showing the dramatic 
change in the other distances. 
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Fig. S17.  The comparison of gOO curves of TL4P and TL4P-CT with experimental data. The figure 
was adopted from reference (35).  
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Fig. S18. The change of the ΣSHB versus time at 273 K. The system with a cell of 96 water 
molecules was heated from 0 to 273 K over 10 ps followed by MD-NVT equilibration for 150 ps. 
Then the volume was allowed to adjust to 1 atm during 100 ps of MD-NPT simulations. The data 
was averaged over 1 ps time intervals for better visibility. The value of ΣSHB stays around 3.3 
throughout the entire simulations showing no melting at 273 K. However, at 273.5 K (see Figure 2 
of the manuscript) the ΣSHB drops from ΣSHB=3.3 to ΣSHB=2.3 and ends with full melting. 
Movie S2 and Movie S3 also showing that there is no melting at 273 K, while at 273.5 K the system 
becomes completely melted in this time scale.  
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Table S1. The percent population for molecules of bulk system with various ΣSHB as a 
function of temperature (also shown in Figure 3 of the manuscript). See the manuscript text 
and caption of Figure 3 for more explanations.   

T (K) ∑SHB=0 ∑SHB=1 ∑SHB=2 ∑SHB=3 ∑SHB=4 ∑SHB=5 
150 0.30 3.98 17.49 39.18 38.27 0.78 
273.5 3.80 18.68 35.13 30.69 11.13 0.56 
277 4.34 19.95 35.72 29.59 9.96 0.44 
298 5.25 21.75 36.39 27.46 8.69 0.45 
350 8.88 29.00 36.10 20.57 5.11 0.34 
400 12.99 34.21 33.64 15.81 3.19 0.16 
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Table S2. The percent population for molecules of surface slab with various ΣSHB as a 
function of temperature. The surface has 432 molecules. All values were averaged over 10 ps 
trajectories with frames at every 1.0 fs. 

T (K) ∑SHB=0 ∑SHB=1 ∑SHB=2 ∑SHB=3 ∑SHB=4 ∑SHB=5 
273.5 5.22 20.34 34.24 29.21 10.47 0.51
298 7.23 24.43 35.35 25.21 7.43 0.35
350 12.21 30.95 33.74 18.35 4.51 0.24
373.5 13.62 32.63 33.35 16.55 3.65 0.19
400 16.50 34.94 31.94 13.93 2.56 0.14
600 42.34 38.86 15.34 3.13 0.32 0.01
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Table S3. The computed surface enhancement (EN) in percent between the ∑SHB=N of the 
bulk and surface systems (see Equation 1). In general, the surface has increased ∑SHB=0 and 
1 compared to bulk with fewer ∑HB=2 to 5. This trend is expected since there are two open 
surfaces for the slab. The surface slab has up to E0 =38% more ∑HB=0 compared to the bulk 
system. This number decreases as temperatures increases. The surface enhancement is within 
-11.9% to 12.3% (E1 to E3) for ∑HB=1 to 3. For ∑HB=4 the E4 decreases with temperature 
to -19.75% at 400 K. Although the number of ∑HB=5 is very small for both bulk and surface 
(see Table S1 and Table S2) it is more in bulk as compare to the surface.    
T (K) E0 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 
273.5 37.37 8.89 -2.53 -4.82 -5.93 -8.93 
298 37.71 12.32 -2.86 -8.19 -14.50 -22.22 
350 37.50 6.72 -6.54 -10.79 -11.74 -29.41 
400 27.02 2.13 -5.05 -11.89 -19.75 -12.50 
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Table S4. Summary of cluster behavior as a function of temperature for the surface slab with 
432 H2O molecules. The maximum cluster size (Mc) was computed by counting the number 
of water molecules connected to each other via SHBs. The average number of ΣSHB, strong 
donors (SD), and lifetime of SHBs (τSHB) were averaged over 10 ps trajectories with frames 
at every 1.0 fs. Overall, we see that ΣHB, SD, and SHB decrease as temperature increases. 
For temperatures of 273.5 and 298 K clusters may bond to their images in the next cell leading 
to infinite sizes (ꝏ). 

T (K) Mc ∑SHB SD  τSHB  (fs) 

273.5 324.7(ꝏ) 2.21 1.06 103.83
298 233.2(ꝏ) 2.02 0.95 92.60
350 94.3 1.73 0.78 76.99
373.5 62.5 1.65 0.73 72.30
400 41.2 1.52 0.67 68.63
600 8.9 0.80 0.31 48.48
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Table S5. The maximum cluster size (Mc), average lifetime of each SHB (τSHB) and a fixed 
number of SHBs (τΣSHB=N, N= 1 to 4) for bulk system at different temperatures using 2.93 Å 
cutoff distance with no angle criterion. The bulk system has 216 molecules. The τSHB reduces 
with temperature. The values are within 22-37 fs for each ΣSHB at all temperatures. The only 
exception is at 150 K where the lifetime for ΣSHB=4 is 85.35 fs, much greater than the 
lifetimes for ΣSHB=1 to 3 showing the solid like behavior of super cooled water. All values 
were averaged over 10 ps trajectories with frames at every 1.0 fs.  
 
T (K) Mc τSHB (fs) τΣSHB=1 (fs) τΣSHB=2 (fs) τΣSHB=3 (fs) τΣSHB=4 (fs)
150 216 (ꝏ) 175.1 25.97 28.33 37.46 85.35
273.5 177 (ꝏ) 101.0 27.50 27.94 29.40 35.99
277 168 (ꝏ) 103.0 28.37 28.05 30.25 34.05
298 151 (ꝏ) 90.3 28.47 27.55 27.72 30.40
350 72 77.9 29.30 27.31 26.66 26.13
400 36 67.9 30.66 26.64 25.03 22.34
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Table S6. Same as Table S5 but using 3.08 Å cutoff distance with DFT based angle criterion 
used in reference (29). The τSHB reduces with temperature. The values are within 15-38 fs for 
each ΣSHB at all temperatures. The only exception is at 150 K where the lifetime for ΣSHB=4 
is 91.7 fs, much greater than the lifetimes for ΣSHB=1 to 3 showing the solid like behavior of 
super cooled water.  
T (K) Mc τSHB (fs) τΣSHB=1 (fs) τΣSHB=2 (fs) τΣSHB=3 (fs) τΣSHB=4 (fs)
150 216 (ꝏ) 366.7 23.40 29.90 37.60 91.70
273.5 178 (ꝏ) 83.0 20.90 21.40 22.80 25.80
277 171 (ꝏ) 78.6 22.15 21.11 22.28 24.25
298 148 (ꝏ) 68.8 21.80 20.84 20.80 22.40
350 61 54.0 22.30 19.40 18.30 17.40
400 29 45.4 22.20 18.10 16.00 14.67
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Table S7. The average lifetime of each SHB (τSHB) and a fixed number of SHBs (τΣSHB=N, N= 
1 to 4) for surface system at different temperatures. The surface slab has 432 molecules. The 
τSHB reduces with temperature. At the same temperature, the values of τSHB for the surface 
and bulk (Table S5) are very close. At temperatures of 350 K and lower the τΣSHB=1-4 are 
between 22 to 36 fs which are also close to the τΣSHB=1-4 values of bulk at the same 
temperatures.  

T (K) τSHB (fs) τΣSHB=1 (fs) τΣSHB=2 (fs) τΣSHB=3 (fs) τΣSHB=4 (fs) 
273.5 103.83 29.6 28.1 30.6 36.4 
298 92.60 29.9 28.0 28.8 30.2 
350 76.99 30.9 27.6 26.6 27.0 
373.5 72.30 31.1 27.3 25.5 24.4 
400 68.63 31.5 27.4 25.4 22.0 
600 48.48 34.3 25.7 21.4 18.5 
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B. Captions for Movies S1 to S3 
 
Movie S1. Topology of the water polymer from variety of angles for the polymer structure 
shown in Figs. 3A and 3B of the manuscript.  
 
Movie S2. Illustration of the Ice-Ih melting at 273.5 K using trajectories every 10 fs. The 
movie starts from the simulation time of 130 ps and ends at 175 ps where all 4 steps of melting 
are shown. See Fig. 2 and the text of manuscript for more information about melting process. 
 
 Movie S3. Illustration of the Ice-Ih heating from 0 K to 250, 273, 273.5, and 298 K. The 
system with a cell of 96 water molecules was heated from 0 K to each temperature over 10 ps 
followed by MD-NVT equilibration for 150 ps. Then the volume was allowed to adjust to 1 
atm during 100 ps of MD-NPT simulations. The trajectories are shown every 1 ps. No melting 
occurred at temperatures of 250 and 273 K but at 273.5 K the ice-Ih melts during MD-NVT 
and MD-NPT simulations (also see Movie S2 and Fig. 2 of the manuscript).    
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